Jesus explains the Steps to be taken after a Fall
June 16th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare
Jesus began... "When I give a gift, it is forever. But what a person does with that gift can utterly
render it useless."
(Clare) I had a vivid picture at that point. As He was speaking, I saw a picture of a large flat object
wrapped in beautiful silver paper and ribbon; it had been dropped in the mud and trampled by pigs.
Jesus continued... "Indeed, the gift becomes useless. In time, if the soul does not repent, I give it to
another who will use it. I didn't take the gift, they cast it to the pigs. So, I recover it and give it to
one more worthy who will cherish it."
"In this moment, we are working on the restoration of a soul who was offered a great gift, but
compromised its purity by consorting with demons. So, the very first step is repentance. And what I
have given are the steps to be taken by anyone, who has such a fall. I wish for you to share these,
because they will be useful to your audience."
"First of all, they must be sincere. No matter how accomplished and powerful they thought they were,
they must be stripped of this before I can use them. They may have seen themselves with a grandiose
ministry and looked upon you as a poor, deceived nobody. This whole attitude is obnoxious to Me and
must go before anything else. So, they come to that minister in abject poverty and totally broken,
acknowledging their sin. In this condition, they renounce their ties and are forgiven."
"Then begins the reconstruction."
"You see, this is no hot-shot event. It's simple, plain contrition and restoration. Forgiveness and a
sincere purpose of amendment."
"In the future the soul must not ever lift themselves above others or they will create a wall between
us. They are not allowed to give prophetic words. They are in no position to counsel anyone, let alone a
leader."
"They must return to the bottom of the barrel, barely able to see enough to put one foot in front of
the other."
"They are not permitted to go off in prophecy over anyone, it will almost certainly be error. They have
a long way to go before they can be trusted with any ministry."
"What is good for them now is to set food and necessities before the poor. This is safe for them. If
they can maintain an authentic heart attitude that they could be on the streets tomorrow and they are
not one wit more valuable than those they are feeding, they will pass through this phase."
"They may pray for the poor with a mind that is aware that they could be sitting beside the poor in
their need, tomorrow."
"But they are not to give out words. Not yet. That time will come IF they are faithful. But they
mustn't step out in that direction yet. It just isn't safe for them and will lead to embarrassment,
failure and defeat. I will tell you if and when they are to be restored. For now, the safest place for
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them is to maintain their sanity by simple acts of charity. The rest will come in time, if they are
faithful."
"There is a very powerful drive in some to direct, control and stand over others. This must be
completely conquered or they will be of no use to Me."
"All 'holy' talk about what they have seen or what they have done must be left behind. This is
bragging. It not only opens them to a major fall, but discourages others who cannot attain to such
feats and it defeats their purpose in serving Me, which is to build up others, not cast them down
beneath their feet. They are not to Lord over and display their spiritual acts; rather they are to be
kept with Me alone."
"They are to serve the poorest, taking care of their necessities, listening to their hearts, praying very
simply for them and not looking beyond the present moment, but serving fully from the heart in the
present moment."
"No ambition but to love."
"If they attempt to go in any other direction at this time, or take up any form of ambition, they will
fall again, and again, and again. Ambition must be renounced. And in its stead, Faithfulness. Littleness.
Humility. Rather than wearing out the trail around the mountain in the wilderness, if they are willing, I
will bring them out of the wilderness--if they follow this path."
"They must abandon that desire to have superior knowledge or understanding, and make themselves
lowly and humble, of no repute. Just as My Mother did. She always stood in the background and never
drew attention to herself. Though she had every right to be honored, she patiently put up with those
who accused her of adultery."
"If they are faithful to do this, I have a wonderful ministry for them. But they must go much, much
deeper before I can reveal it. Much, much deeper. Not the kind of depth you talk about to others. The
kind of depth you are embarrassed to discuss with others, because you know yourself so thoroughly that you are no-one, a nothing, from nowhere...going nowhere. Living only to love from moment to
moment and completely unworthy of any spiritual gift."
"There are a great deal of manipulative techniques some have learned and acquired in the world from
childhood, that they must renounce and refuse to employ. I cannot use a soul with duplicity of motive.
Their only motive must be to love and adore Me and their brother (and sister) each day, in whatever
form they come to them."
"They are to use their great intellect to unravel the strands of manipulation, maneuvering and
posturing they have employed all their life, until they find that so repulsive they refuse to go there.
Some have great intelligence, but are using it the wrong way. To discover the truth about their ways
and to crucify them is the right way."
"I am not being harsh, My love, I am being very straight forward, because I wish to restore what some
should have. So, you will do Me a great kindness to present these requests to your audience."
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